Type-directed certifying compilation and typed assembly language (TAL) aim to minimize the trusted computing base of safe languages by directly type-checking low-level machine code. However, the safety of TAL still heavily relies on its safe interaction with the underlying garbage collector. Based on a recent variant of foundational proof-carrying code (FPCC), we introduce a general methodology for combining foundational TAL with a certified garbage collector. We demonstrate the practicality of this approach by linking a typical TAL with a conservative garbage collector. This includes proving the safety of the collector, the soundness of TAL, and the safe interaction between TAL programs and the garbage collector. Our work is fully mechanized in the Coq proof assistant and the certified programs can be shipped immediately as FPCC packages.
Introduction
Type-safe languages such as Java and C# provide several protection mechanisms for the safe execution of programs. The implementation of a safe language, on the other hand, is a complex system with many components which must be trusted. These unverified components form the trusted computing base (TCB). Techniques such as type-directed certifying compilation and typed assembly language (TAL) [21] reduce the size of the TCB of these type safe languages. By preserving type information during compilation and directly type-checking the assembly code, these techniques remove the compiler from the TCB of a type-safe language.
However, the safety of a TAL system still relies on the soundness of its type system, the correctness of the typechecker, and the correct implementation of macro instructions such as malloc. Because it is difficult to certify the implementation of free in the presence of memory aliasing, TAL often requires a trusted garbage collector be part of the memory management run-time.
Some recent research focuses on building type-safe garbage collectors to remove the collector from the TCB of a TAL system. Wang and Appel [26] and Monnier et al. [19] propose to use languages with region-based type systems and intensional type analysis for type-checking a standard copying garbage collector [14] . But their approaches work only with specific GC algorithms and not, for example, with mark-sweep collectors. The complexity of the type system may also increase the TCB of their systems.
GTAL [11] uses a linear type system to encode new types from individual memory words. By building up appropriate abstractions, GTAL is capable of type-checking a variety of garbage collection mechanisms. Still, the new features in the type system result in a large TCB. Also, the metatheory of GTAL is not mechanized.
Foundational proof-carrying code (FPCC) [1, 9] can eliminate a large portion of TAL's TCB by mechanically proving the soundness of its type system, the correctness of the type checker, and the safety of the associated garbage collector in a foundational logic. The minimized TCB contains only the soundness of the foundational logic, the correctness of its proof checker, and the machine model. The recently proposed separation logic [24] also provides a powerful approach to reasoning about the safety of garbage collectors, as demonstrated by the work of Birkedal et al. [2] .
In this paper we present a new methodology for building foundational TAL with a certified garbage collector. We combine the general framework for mutator-collector verification by McCreight et al. [17] with the open FPCC system by Feng et al. [8, 7] . We demonstrate the practicality of our approach by linking a TAL with a simple conservative garbage collector [3] in the FPCC setting. This includes proving the safety of the collector, the soundness of TAL, and the safe interaction between TAL programs and the collector. Our paper makes the following new contributions:
• As far as we know, the work presented in this paper is the first to successfully link a TAL program with a garbage collector to generate complete FPCC packages. The type system of our TAL contains nontrivial features such as mutable references, recursive types, and union types, and is capable of typing mutable recursive data structures. The collector we verified is a conservative variant of a standard stop-the-world mark-sweep collector [14] .
• Although our current paper only shows how to safely link TAL with a certified conservative collector, our methodology is general, capable of verifying more complex situations, such as the TAL type system keeping complex information for an accurate collector or even an incremental collector with read/write barriers.
• We specify the collector using the stack-based certified assembly programming (SCAP) framework [8] extended with separation-logic primitives [24] . Our specification asserts the machine-level behavior of the collector and is general enough for various mutator safety requirements besides type safety. The safety proof of our collector, which is done using SCAP, is a nontrivial work by itself.
• The work presented in this paper is fully mechanized within the Coq proof assistant [5] . Thus, the linked code of the mutator and collector can immediately be shipped as an FPCC package with a minimal TCB. We have also developed various mechanisms in Coq to simplify proof construction.
In Section 2, we introduce the preliminary knowledge needed to understand the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we present our general methodology for building TAL with certified garbage collection. In Sections 4-6 we apply this methodology to verify the safe interaction of a TAL with a conservative collector. We discuss the implementation in Section 7. Finally, we discuss related work and conclude.
Note that all lemmas and theorems in this paper are mechanically proved in Coq. Their detailed proofs are available on our project web site [16] .
Basic setting
Before presenting our general methodology we give a general introduction to the FPCC system that our work uses. This includes a MIPS32-style [18] abstract machine model and the lightweight open framework for certified assembly programming [7] (LOCAP), a program logic for reasoning about the interaction of two different verification systems. We also present the embedding of SCAP [8] in LOCAP. As demonstrated by Feng et al. [8, 7] , SCAP is suitable for certifying system level libraries, and we use it to construct the safety proof for our garbage collector.
Both the machine model and the program logic are formalized within a mechanized meta-logic, the Calculus of Inductive Construction (CiC) [23] , as implemented in the Coq proof assistant [5] . CiC is a higher-order predicate logic extended with inductive definitions. The CiC terms in this paper are written using standard logical notation. We let P rop be the universe of all logical propositions and Set be the universe of all computational terms. Figure 1 gives the syntax of our abstract machine. A program P is a triple of a code heap C, a machine state S and an instruction sequence I. A code heap C is a partial map from code labels f to instruction sequences I. A machine state S contains a data heap H and a register file R. A data heap H is a partial map from 4-byte aligned addresses l to word values w, while a register file R is a map from registers r to word values, with r0 always mapped to 0. A command c is a non-control-flow instruction such as a register add or a heap load. An instruction sequence I, or code block, is a series of commands and branches followed by an unconditional jump instruction. For simplicity, we separate the code heap C from the mutable data heap H. Also, we use an instruction sequence instead of the standard pc register. This results in the additional return address f ret in the jump and link instruction jal f, f ret . By expanding this instruction to the MIPS instruction pair jal f and j f ret , all our certified code [16] can directly run on the SPIM simulator [15] .
Abstract machine
Following [18] , we give the small step operational semantics of the abstract machine in Figure 2 . We write X(z) for the value bound to z in the map X, and X{z ; v} for the map obtained by updating the binding of z to v in X. Note that for a lw/sw command, if the source address is not in the domain of the heap, the next state is undefined. The next step of a program is undefined if it jumps to an invalid label or the next state of its first command is undefined. 
Program logic
The readers may view LOCAP as a simplified OCAP [7] , or an extended CAP0 [8] . We use it to embed two verification systems, namely TAL and SCAP. As listed in Figure 3 , the specification of a code block is given by θ. This may be a state predicate in Hoare logic [12] , a register file type in TAL, or anything else. LOCAP is a simplification of OCAP because there are only two kinds of code block specifications, so the language dictionary of OCAP is not needed. A code heap specification Ψ is a set of (f, θ) pairs. Therefore, a code block may have more than one kind of specification in Ψ. We utilize this property to specify the GC interface for TAL. The interpretation function [[ ]] translates θ into a predicate a over the environment Ψ and the machine state, to allow a to specify the code pointers (labels of code blocks) in Ψ. Both θ and [[ ]] will be instantiated for TAL and SCAP in our following discussion. Finally, ⇒ is the implication relation on assertions and a lifted assertion a Ψ combines a with all the information in Ψ.
We show the LOCAP inference rules in Figure 4 . A well-formed program is a well-formed code heap with an appropriate initial state. A code heap C is well-formed with respect to Ψ if each pair in Ψ corresponds to a well-formed code block in C. Interested readers may find the detailed explanation of the rules in [7] , but this is not required for understanding the rest of the paper. Figure 3 . LOCAP specification constructs
⊢ {a} c; I (SEQ)
Figure 4. LOCAP inference rules (excerpt)
The weakening lemma states that if a code block is wellformed with some a ′ , it is also well-formed with a stronger assertion a, and the proof of a well-formed code block can be lifted from a local Ψ to a global Ψ ′ .
Lemma 1 (Weakening).
The soundness-correctness theorem of the CAP system ensures that a well-formed program will run forever without reaching any undefined steps in Figure 2 , and the partial correctness of the program against its specification holds.
Theorem 1 (Soundness-Correctness).
If Ψ ⊢ (C, S, I), for all natural number n there exists
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Figure 5. SCAP in LOCAP
Embedding of SCAP. Following [7] , we show the embedding of SCAP in LOCAP in Figure 5 . An SCAP code specification is a pair consisting of a precondition p and a guarantee g. Here p resembles a precondition in Hoare logic while g relates the current state to the return state (of the current procedure). A guarantee g at the entry of a procedure can be used to assert its safety guarantee, as we will see later.
SCAP asserts that the whole machine state satisfies p, and there is a well-formed control stack somewhere in the state. The abstract stack predicate wfst(n, g S, Ψ) generally asserts that the current function can return to the label stored in r31 in the return state. n is the number of stack frames. When n is 0, the caller of the SCAP function must be a TAL program. A set of lemmas is also proved for building well-formed code blocks with SCAP code specifications. A detailed knowledge of wfst and the lemmas is not needed for understanding the rest of the paper; interested readers may refer to [8, 7] for their explanations.
The general methodology
Our basic idea comes from the analysis in Section 2.2: if we are able to prove that the client program is well-formed using a TAL-style type system, and that the collector is well-formed using SCAP, then we can link the client with This is exactly what we want, as it implies the safe interaction of the TAL program and the garbage collector. This leads to the following steps to combine foundational TAL with certified garbage collection:
Certifying the collector. We prove the well-formedness of the collector with SCAP specifications. For each collector routine with the specification (p, g), assertion p should include all of the information required by the collector routine, while g should capture its basic safety guarantee.
Embedding of TAL. We get a foundational TAL by embedding its type system in LOCAP (much like how we embed SCAP in LOCAP in Section 2.2). The soundness of TAL follows directly from the soundness of LOCAP. The type system of TAL must also reflect our choice of collector in that it must contain enough information to meet the requirements of the SCAP specifications of the collector routines.
Collector interface compatibility. We must also provide the TAL specifications for the collector routines to typecheck the TAL client codes. Therefore in the code heap specification of the global code heap (which contains both the client and the collector), we have both the SCAP and TAL specifications for the collector interface. For each collector interface, we supply the missing proof required by the CDHP rule using Lemma 1, if the interpretation of its TAL specification implies the interpretation of its SCAP one.
In the rest of this section, we discuss several general aspects of embedding TAL into LOCAP with respect to various garbage collectors. [7] .
Typed assembly language in LOCAP
The interpretation allows us to partition the state, reasoning about TAL code as though it were running on a virtual heap H T provided by the collector. Both the TAL state typing rules and the collector invariant depend on the collector used. With an precise collector, Ψ ⊢ TAL (H T , R) : Γ must contain pointer information for each heap object, while with a conservative collector this is not necessary. The gc inv invariants of various precise collectors are described in [17] .
The invariant Ψ ⊢ TAL (H T , R) : Γ corresponds to the well-formed state relation of the original TAL, but with additional information required by the collector routines to correctly trace the live objects in H T . The garbage collector representation invariant gc inv((H, R), H T ) specifies the collector's data structures in (H, R) and their relationship with the virtual heap H T accessed by TAL clients.
In addition, the TAL instruction sequence lemmas, which correspond to the instruction typing rules of the original TAL, must ensure that the invariants of [[Γ] ] TAL hold at any step in the execution of a well-formed instruction sequence proved with these lemmas, as shown in Figure 6 . That is, the execution of TAL code preserves state wellformedness, and never breaks the collector's invariant.
Figure 8. Pointer validity and reachability
On the other hand, to prove collector interface compatibility, we must show that the successful execution of each collector routine also preserves these invariants, as shown in Figure 6 . That is, for each collector routine, its guarantee g satisfies the following relation, where Γ and Γ ′ are defined by the behavior of this routine.
Next we will present a case study that demonstrates the practicality and effectiveness of our methodology.
A certified conservative collector
Like TALx86 [20] and TALT [6] , we choose a conservative garbage collector [3] . This kind of collector treats all values as potential pointers, eliminating the need to keep complex pointer location information in the TAL type system and simplifying the collector interface.
Our collector is a standard stop-the-world mark-sweep collector [14] and uses the valid pointer check procedure of the Boehm-Demers-Weiser collector [3] . To simplify the problem, our collector only allocates heap chunks with a fixed size of two words. The pseudo code of our collector is presented in Figure 7 .
The specification interface
We define in Figure 8 the view of the heap that the collector and TAL must agree on. The constant address null is 0. The variables st and ed are the lower and upper bounds of the collector's allocatable heap, and are aligned at 8, the size of a heap chunk. Thus, a value l is a valid pointer (vptr(l)) only if it falls in the range of the allocatable heap and points to the start of a heap chunk. The reachability predicate reach(H, l, l ′ ) is inductively defined. In the base case, a valid pointer is reachable from
Figure 9. Collector interface specification
itself. In the inductive case, l ′ is reachable from l if it is reachable from the pointers in the heap chunk at l.
We define the collector's root set roots as the set of registers used by TAL. For simplicity, we have four registers in this set, but it would not be difficult make more registers usable in TAL. The predicate rchrts(S, l) asserts that l points to a live heap chunk in state S.
Specification and proof construction
We now present the collector's safety specification and a discussion of the construction of the safety proof.
SCAP Specification. Our specification of the collector interface (alloc) includes the precondition p a and the guarantee g a , as defined in Figure 9 .
The collector's representation invariant gc inv is defined using separation logic [24] . We write H P if the heap predicate P , which has the type Heap → P rop, is valid with H. H P * Q is valid if H can be split into two disjoint subheaps H 1 and H 2 , such that both H 1 P and H 2 Q are valid propositions. The precondition of alloc, as defined with gc inv, asserts that:
• The heap boundaries st and ed are stored in R (sted ok(R)). The set of allocatable pointers (ptrs) is split into the allocated subset B and the free subset F , while the allocated subheap H T contains exactly the heap chunks in B.
Figure 10. TAL in LOCAP
• The global heap H contains the allocated subheap H T , the free list with the head pointer in R (flst(F, R)), the mark bits for all the pointers in ptrs (mbits(ptrs, 0)), and the mark stack with the stack pointers stored in R (mstack(∅, R)).
The guarantee g a specifies the situation where a free chunk is successfully allocated. It simply divides the state transition of alloc into a collection phase and an allocation phase with an auxiliary state (H † T , R † ), and asserts that:
• The representation invariant gc inv is preserved between the entry state (H, R) and the return state (H ′ , R ′ ), with allocated subheaps H T and H ′ T , respectively.
• The collection phase turns (H T , R) into (H † T , R † ) and the gc step relation asserts that the live chunks are equal in the two heaps, while the values of the root registers are equal in the two register files. The allocation phase turns (H †
and the alloc step relation asserts that H ′ T has exactly one more heap chunk than H † T , with its pointer stored in R ′ (r18).
Proof Construction. The verification of the collector involves two main steps. We first form the verification environment Ψ GC with the SCAP specifications for each label l in the collector's code heap C GC . Then for each l we prove the CAP well-formedness of the corresponding code block C GC (l) with the SCAP lemmas in Figure 5 . Due to space 
Ψ; Φ ⊢TAL * : * Ψ ⊢TAL S : Γ (Value, Heap, Rfile, State Typing) Figure 11 . TAL state typing rules limitations, we omit detailed discussion of the collector's proof construction. Interested readers will find the assembly code implementation, SCAP specification and proof of the collector in [16] .
A typed assembly language with GC
We show in Figure 10 our definition of TAL types, which includes code types, mutable reference types, recursive types and union types. We do not include a polymorphic code type, as it is orthogonal to our primary concern, memory management, and this extension should not be hard for our system.
Our TAL type system is built over the abstract machine in Section 2.1 and based on the definitions in Section 4.1, and thus is different from the original TAL [21] in several ways. Since both the registers and heap cells contain only word-size values, we use one value type τ for all values, instead of having small value and heap value types as in the original TAL. We also use fixed-sized tuple types to make it consistent with our collector, which allocates heap chunks with a size of two words. This does not reduce the expressiveness of our type system, since a tuple with arbitrary size can be encoded into a list of our fixed-sized tuples.
The TAL typing rules listed in Figure 11 are similar to those of the original TAL. However, we require that the domain of a well-formed code heap specification contains only valid heap pointers, and a well-formed register file type asserts only the root register set roots defined in Figure 8 .
As partly listed in Figure 10 , our TAL lemmas for CAP resemble the instruction typing rules of the original TAL. The definition of Ψ ⊢ TAL Γ : I is based on the TAL interpretation [[ ]] TAL in Section 3.1, and the representation invariant gc inv in Figure 9 . Instead of using the malloc macro of the original TAL, our TAL supports heap allocation by making a function call to the garbage collector (jal alloc, f ret ).
The readers should note that there are other possible sets of TAL lemmas for our type system besides the ones we used. The choice of these lemmas may also depend on the actual type-checking algorithm.
A well-formed TAL instruction sequence proved with the TAL lemmas keeps the invariant that at any step of its execution the machine state of TAL is well-formed and the collector's invariant holds. We follow the soundness proof of the original TAL to prove that the execution preserves the TAL state typing relation. The preservation of the collector's invariant is proved by observing the fact that wellformed TAL instructions never change the heap's domain.
Collector interface compatibility
As the final step, we prove that the SCAP specification of the collector interface in Figure 9 is compatible with its TAL specification Γ a , which asserts that the function returns a pointer to a new heap chunk in register r18 and that the types of the other TAL registers are preserved.
Theorem 2 (Collector interface compatibility).
For any code heap specification Ψ and any instantiation of word value types τ a , τ b , τ 0 and τ 4 , we have:
where:
{r17 ; τ a, r0 ; τ b , r18 ; τ where Φ /S is the data heap specification formed with exactly the live labels in the state S from Φ.
The proof of Lemma 2 follows the proof of the heap update lemma of the original TAL, but with additional case analysis to separate root-reachable pointers from the rest of the word values.
Lemma 3 (GC step).
If gc step(S, S ′ ) and Ψ ⊢ TAL S : Γ, then:
Lemma 3 is proved using Lemma 2 by observing that both Ψ ⊢ TAL S : Γ and Ψ ⊢ TAL S ′ : Γ can be proved using the same data heap specification Φ /S . 
Lemma 4 (Heap extension).

An example of linked code
We now give an example to show the safe linking of code verified in TAL with our collector. The pseudo code of chase is given in Figure 12 , which repeatedly removes a node from a list and appends a new one. If i is not null initially, the program will surely run out of memory without a collector. We type check the assembly implementation C C in Figure 13 with the following code heap specification. The skipped Γs are listed at the corresponding labels in Figure 13 .
When the instructions pass type checking, for each (l, Γ) pair in Ψ C we get the proof that:
From Section 4, we have for each (l, (p, g)) pair in the collector's code heap specification Ψ GC that:
We also obtain from Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 that:
We form the global code heap C and its specification Ψ:
With Lemma 1, we have for each (l, θ) pair in Ψ that:
Finally, we obtain the well-formedness of the linked code C with the CDHP rule in Figure 4 . 
Implementation
Our verification is fully mechanized within Coq [5] , an interactive theorem prover that uses CiC as its underlying logic, where specifications and proofs are constructed as types and terms in CiC, respectively. Proof checking in Coq is thus type checking of terms in CiC, which is easier to implement and more trustworthy. Coq also provides a rich language for defining both logical and computational constructors, with the ability to construct inductive predicates and well-formed recursive functions. Using this, we build the abstract machine model and the sound program logics.
The tricky part of the implementation is to obtain the pruned data heap specification Φ /S mentioned in Section 5.1, which implies that every label l in its domain satisfies rchrts(S, l). As Φ is a mapping function in the Set universe, we cannot get Φ /S by a case analysis on the proof of the decidability of rchrts(S, l) (if it can be constructed directly), as this will break the proof-irrelevance axiom that is commonly accepted. To solve this problem, we define in the Set universe a well-formed recursive Boolean function which is equivalent to the predicate rchrts, and obtain Φ /S by case analysis on the return value of this function.
To simplify the proof construction, we have implemented (in Coq) a verification condition generator (VCGen) for SCAP and proved its correctness. We have also built various automated proof tactics such as those involving separation logic. This results in a proof which is about 1/4 the size of our first proof and is much easier to follow.
We omit the implementation of a type-checker for TAL, Figure 14 . Proof script size since it is orthogonal to the main goal of this work. Building a certified TAL type checker is not hard since it has a very straight-forward (and decidable) type-checking algorithm.
In Figure 14 we give a breakdown of the size of our proofs for our foundational TAL with certified GC. For each component we give the number of non-empty lines of Coq proof scripts. The work took several man-months (by programmers who are familiar with the Coq system) to complete. Interested readers can obtain the Coq implementation from our project web site [16] .
More related work and conclusion
Much work has been done concerning TAL and garbage collector safety in addition to those mentioned in Section 1. TALT [6] considered the impact of garbage collection on the soundness of its type system and mechanically proved GC safety assuming a conservative collector, but the type system interface for the collector is not clearly defined and it is unclear how their definition of GC safety can be used to link with a real collector. Vanderwaart and Crary [25] proposed a type system with an interface for an accurate garbage collector. But again, this work addresses only the mutator (TAL) side of GC safety, while our work complements their work by mechanically proving the safety of both TAL and the collector, including their interaction.
Earlier work on mechanized verification of garbage collectors (such as [13, 10, 4] ) focused mostly on abstract algorithms. Our certified collector, on the other hand, is a real machine-level implementation with concrete specifications and it can run directly on real machine. However, our verification only addresses the safety of the collector, not any liveness properties.
The work on CAP systems [27, 22, 8, 7] provides a nice way to build FPCC packages. Our work builds on the CAP0 system in [8] and the OCAP system in [7] . Feng et al. [7] described linking TAL with a certified malloc function.
Our idea of using interpretation to specify the TAL/collector interface is borrowed from this work.
We introduce in this paper a general methodology based on a new variant of FPCC for combining foundational TAL with a certified garbage collector. We demonstrate the practicality of this approach by linking a typical TAL with a conservative garbage collector. Our work is fully mechanized in the Coq proof assistant and the certified programs can be shipped immediately as FPCC packages. In the future we plan to extend this work by applying our methodology to link TAL with more complex accurate collectors.
